High-density oligonucleotide-based resequencing assay for mutations causing syndromic and non-syndromic forms of thoracic aortic aneurysms and dissections.
Thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection is associated with increasing mortality rate that may occur as part of a syndrome or as an isolated familial condition. Several genes have been implicated in causing TAAD, though an appropriate genetic test for their parallel testing is not yet available. Herein, we describe the novel 117-kb "MFSTAAD chip" that may help to understand the genetic basis of TAAD. A custom duplicate resequencing assay was developed to cover eight genes previously described in TAAD; FBN1, TGFBR1&2, COL3A1, MYH11, ACTA2, SLC2A10 and NOTCH1. GSEQ and SeqC software were used for data analysis. The analytical sensitivity of the assay was validated by the recognition of 182 known mutations (153 point mutations, 21 deletions, 7 insertions and 1 duplication) and a cohort of 28 patients were selected to determine the mutation yield, whereby 18 of them were previously negative for mutations in the genes FBN1 and TGFBR2. The assay had significantly higher sensitivity for point mutations (100%) and the largest deletion of 16 bp was detectable through a decline in the hybridization strength. The overall analytical sensitivity was 85%. Mutation testing of 28 unrelated TAAD patients revealed 4 known and 6 possibly pathogenic mutations with a mutation yield of 32%. The MFSTAAD chip is an alternative tool to next-generation sequencing that allows parallel analysis of several genes on a single platform. Refinements in the probe design and data analysis software will increase the analytical sensitivity of insertions and deletions making this assay even more applicable for clinical testing.